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Morse theory

1.1 Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the reader to Morse theoretic methods
used in variational problems. General references are Milnor [93], Mawhin and
Willem [91], Chang [29], and Benci [17]; see also Perera et al. [113]. We begin
by briefly collecting some basic results of Morse theory. These include the
Morse inequalities, Morse lemma and its generalization splitting lemma, the
shifting theorem of Gromoll and Meyer, and the handle body theorem. Results
that are needed later in the text will be proved in subsequent sections.

Let G be a real-valued function defined on a real Banach space E. We say
that G is Fréchet differentiable at u P E if there is an element G1puq of the dual
E1, called the Fréchet derivative of G at u, such that

Gpu ` vq “ Gpuq ` `
G1puq, v˘ ` op}v}q as v Ñ 0 in E,

where p¨, ¨q is the duality pairing. The functional G is continuously Fréchet dif-
ferentiable on E, or belongs to the class C1pE, Rq, if G1 is defined everywhere
and the map E Ñ E1, u ÞÑ G1puq is continuous. We assume that G P C1pE, Rq
for the rest of the chapter. Replacing G with G ´ Gp0q if necessary, we may
also assume that Gp0q “ 0. The functional G is called even if

Gp´uq “ Gpuq @u P E.

Then G1 is odd, i.e.,

G1p´uq “ ´G1puq @u P E.

We say that u is a critical point of G if G1puq “ 0. A value c of G is a critical
value if there is a critical point u with Gpuq “ c, otherwise it is a regular value.
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2 Morse theory

We use the standard notations

Ga“�
u P E : Gpuq ě a

(
, Gb “ �

u P E : Gpuq ď b
(
,

Gb
a“Ga X Gb,

K“�
u P E : G1puq “ 0

(
, pE “ EzK,

Kb
a “K X Gb

a, Kc “ Kc
c

for the various superlevel, sublevel, critical, and regular sets of G.
It is usually necessary to assume some sort of a “compactness condition”

when seeking critical points of a functional. The following condition was
originally introduced by Palais and Smale [101]: G satisfies the Palais–Smale
compactness condition at the level c, or pPSqc for short, if every sequence
puj q Ă E such that

Gpuj q Ñ c, G1puj q Ñ 0,

called a pPSqc sequence, has a convergent subsequence; G satisfies pPSq if
it satisfies pPSqc for every c P R, or equivalently, if every sequence such that
Gpuj q is bounded and G1puj q Ñ 0, called a pPSq sequence, has a convergent
subsequence. The following weaker version was introduced by Cerami [25]: G

satisfies the Cerami condition at the level c, or pCqc for short, if every sequence
such that

Gpuj q Ñ c,
`
1 ` }uj }˘G1puj q Ñ 0,

called a pCqc sequence, has a convergent subsequence; G satisfies pCq if it
satisfies pCqc for every c, or equivalently, if every sequence such that Gpuj q is
bounded and

`
1 ` }uj }˘G1puj q Ñ 0, called a pCq sequence, has a convergent

subsequence. This condition is weaker since a pCqc (resp. pCq) sequence is
clearly a pPSqc (resp. pPSq) sequence also. The limit of a pPSqc (resp. pPSq)
sequence is in Kc (resp. K) since G and G1 are continuous. Since any sequence
in Kc is a pCqc sequence, it follows that Kc is a compact set when pCqc holds.

Some of the essential tools for locating critical points are the deformation
lemmas, which allow to lower sublevel sets of a functional, away from its
critical set. The main ingredient in their proofs is a suitable negative pseudo-
gradient flow, a notion due to Palais [103]: a pseudo-gradient vector field for
G on pE is a locally Lipschitz continuous mapping V : pE Ñ E satisfying

}V puq} ď ››G1puq›› , 2
`
G1puq, V puq˘ ě `››G1puq››˘2 @u P pE.

Such a vector field exists, and may be chosen to be odd when G is even.
The first deformation lemma provides a local deformation near a (possibly

critical) level set of a functional.
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1.1 Introduction 3

Lemma 1.1.1 (first deformation lemma) If c P R, C is a bounded set containing
Kc, δ, k ą 0, and G satisfies pCqc, then there are an ε0 ą 0 and, for each
ε P p0, ε0q, a map η P CpE ˆ r0, 1s, Eq satisfying

(i) ηp¨, 0q “ idE ,
(ii) ηp¨, tq is a homeomorphism of E for all t P r0, 1s,

(iii) ηp¨, tq is the identity outside A “ Gc`2ε
c´2εzNδ{3pCq for all t P r0, 1s,

(iv) }ηpu, tq ´ u} ď `
1 ` }u} ˘ δ{k @pu, tq P E ˆ r0, 1s,

(v) Gpηpu, ¨qq is nonincreasing for all u P E,
(vi) ηpGc`εzNδpCq, 1q Ă Gc´ε.

When G is even and C is symmetric, η may be chosen so that ηp¨, tq is odd for
all t P r0, 1s.

The first deformation lemma under the pPSqc condition is due to Palais [102];
see also Rabinowitz [126]. The proof under the pCqc condition was given by
Cerami [25] and Bartolo et al. [13]. The particular version given here will be
proved in Section 1.3.

The second deformation lemma implies that the homotopy type of sublevel
sets can change only when crossing a critical level.

Lemma 1.1.2 (second deformation lemma) If ´8 ă a ă b ď `8 and G has
only a finite number of critical points at the level a, has no critical values
in pa, bq, and satisfies pCqc for all c P ra, bs X R, then Ga is a deformation
retract of GbzKb, i.e. there is a map η P CppGbzKbq ˆ r0, 1s,GbzKbq, called
a deformation retraction of GbzKb onto Ga , satisfying

(i) ηp¨, 0q “ idGbzKb ,
(ii) ηp¨, tq|Ga “ idGa @t P r0, 1s,

(iii) ηpGbzKb, 1q “ Ga .

The second deformation lemma under the pPSqc condition is due to Rothe
[135], Chang [28], and Wang [157]. The proof under the pCqc condition can be
found in Bartsch and Li [14], Perera and Schechter [119], and in Section 1.3.

In Morse theory the local behavior of G near an isolated critical point u is
described by the sequence of critical groups

CqpG,uq “ HqpGc X U,Gc X Uz tuuq, q ě 0

where c “ Gpuq is the corresponding critical value, U is a neighborhood of u,
and H˚ denotes singular homology. They are independent of the choice of U

by the excision property.
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4 Morse theory

For example, if u is a local minimizer, CqpG,uq “ δq0 G where δ is the
Kronecker delta and G is the coefficient group. A critical point u with
C1pG,uq ‰ 0 is called a mountain pass point.

Let ´8 ă a ă b ď `8 be regular values and assume that G has only
isolated critical values c1 ă c2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ in pa, bq, with a finite number of critical
points at each level, and satisfies pPSqc for all c P ra, bs X R. Then the Morse
type numbers of G with respect to the interval pa, bq are defined by

Mqpa, bq “
ÿ
i

rank HqpGai`1 ,Gai q, q ě 0

where a “ a1 ă c1 ă a2 ă c2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ . They are independent of the ai by the
second deformation lemma, and are related to the critical groups by

Mqpa, bq “
ÿ

uPKb
a

rank CqpG,uq.

Writing βj pa, bq “ rank Hj pGb,Gaq, we have the following.

Theorem 1.1.3 (Morse inequalities) If there is only a finite number of critical
points in Gb

a , then

qÿ
j“0

p´1qq´jMj ě
qÿ

j“0

p´1qq´jβj , q ě 0,

and

8ÿ
j“0

p´1qjMj “
8ÿ

j“0

p´1qjβj

when the series converge.

Critical groups are invariant under homotopies that preserve the isolatedness
of the critical point; see Rothe [134], Chang and Ghoussoub [27], and Corvellec
and Hantoute [32].

Theorem 1.1.4 If Gt, t P r0, 1s is a family of C1-functionals on E satisfying
pPSq, u is a critical point of each Gt , and there is a closed neighborhood U

such that

(i) U contains no other critical points of Gt ,
(ii) the map r0, 1s Ñ C1pU, Rq, t ÞÑ Gt is continuous,

then C˚pGt, uq are independent of t .
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1.1 Introduction 5

When the critical values are bounded from below and G satisfies pCq, the
global behavior of G can be described by the critical groups at infinity intro-
duced by Bartsch and Li [14]

CqpG, 8q “ HqpE,Gaq, q ě 0

where a is less than all critical values. They are independent of a by the second
deformation lemma and the homotopy invariance of the homology groups.

For example, if G is bounded from below, CqpG, 8q “ δq0 G. If G is
unbounded from below, CqpG, 8q “ rHq´1pGaq where rH denotes the reduced
groups.

Proposition 1.1.5 If CqpG, 8q ‰ 0 and G has only a finite number of critical
points and satisfies pCq, then G has a critical point u with CqpG,uq ‰ 0.

The second deformation lemma implies that CqpG, 8q “ CqpG, 0q if u “ 0
is the only critical point of G, so G has a nontrivial critical point if CqpG, 0q ‰
CqpG, 8q for some q.

Now suppose that E is a Hilbert space pH, p¨, ¨qq and G P C2pH, Rq. Then
the Hessian A “ G2puq is a self-adjoint operator on H for each u. When
u is a critical point the dimension of the negative space of A is called the
Morse index of u and is denoted by mpuq, and m˚puq “ mpuq ` dim ker A is
called the large Morse index. We say that u is nondegenerate if A is invert-
ible. The Morse lemma describes the local behavior of the functional near a
nondegenerate critical point.

Lemma 1.1.6 (Morse lemma) If u is a nondegenerate critical point of G, then
there is a local diffeomorphism ξ from a neighborhood U of u into H with
ξpuq “ 0 such that

Gpξ´1pvqq “ Gpuq ` 1

2
pAv, vq , v P ξpUq.

Morse lemma in R
n was proved by Morse [95]. Palais [102], Schwartz [149],

and Nirenberg [98] extended it to Hilbert spaces when G is C3. Proof in the C2

case is due to Kuiper [64] and Cambini [23].
A direct consequence of the Morse lemma is the following theorem.

Theorem 1.1.7 If u is a nondegenerate critical point of G, then

CqpG,uq “ δqmpuq G.

The handle body theorem describes the change in topology as the level sets
pass through a critical level on which there are only nondegenerate critical
points.
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6 Morse theory

Theorem 1.1.8 (handle body theorem) If c is an isolated critical value of
G for which there are only a finite number of nondegenerate critical points
ui, i “ 1, . . . , k, with Morse indices mi “ mpuiq, and G satisfies pPSq, then
there are an ε ą 0 and homeomorphisms ϕi from the unit disk Dmi in R

mi into
H such that

Gc´ε X ϕipDmi q “ G´1pc ´ εq X ϕipDmi q “ ϕipBDmi q
and Gc´ε Y Ťk

i“1 ϕipDmi q is a deformation retract of Gc`ε.

The references for Theorems 1.1.3, 1.1.7, and 1.1.8 are Morse [95], Pitcher
[124], Milnor [93], Rothe [132, 133, 135], Palais [102], Palais and Smale [101],
Smale [151], Marino and Prodi [89], Schwartz [149], Mawhin and Willem [91],
and Chang [29].

The splitting lemma generalizes the Morse lemma to degenerate critical
points. Assume that the origin is an isolated degenerate critical point of G and
0 is an isolated point of the spectrum of A “ G2p0q. Let N “ ker A and write
H “ N ‘ NK, u “ v ` w.

Lemma 1.1.9 (splitting lemma) There are a ball B Ă H centered at the origin,
a local homeomorphism ξ from B into H with ξp0q “ 0, and a map η P
C1pB X N,NKq such that

Gpξpuqq “ 1

2
pAw,wq ` Gpv ` ηpvqq, u P B.

Splitting lemma when A is a compact perturbation of the identity was proved
by Gromoll and Meyer [57] for G P C3 and by Hofer [60] in the C2 case.
Mawhin and Willem [90, 91] extended it to the case where A is a Fredholm
operator of index zero. The general version given here is due to Chang [29].

A consequence of the splitting lemma is the following.

Theorem 1.1.10 (shifting theorem) We have

CqpG, 0q “ Cq´mp0qpG|N , 0q @q

where N “ ξpB X Nq is the degenerate submanifold of G at 0.

The shifting theorem is due to Gromoll and Meyer [57]; see also Mawhin
and Willem [91] and Chang [29].

Since dimN “ m˚p0q ´ mp0q, the shifting theorem gives us the following
Morse index estimates when there is a nontrivial critical group.

Corollary 1.1.11 If CqpG, 0q ‰ 0, then

mp0q ď q ď m˚p0q.
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1.1 Introduction 7

It also enables us to compute the critical groups of a mountain pass point of
nullity at most one.

Corollary 1.1.12 If u is a mountain pass point of G and dim ker G2puq ď 1,
then

CqpG,uq “ δq1 G.

This result is due to Ambrosetti [4, 5] in the nondegenerate case and to Hofer
[60] in the general case.

Shifting theorem also implies that all critical groups of a critical point with
infinite Morse index are trivial, so the above theory is not suitable for studying
strongly indefinite functionals. An infinite-dimensional Morse theory particu-
larly well suited to deal with such functionals was developed by Szulkin [155];
see also Kryszewski and Szulkin [63].

The following important perturbation result is due to Marino and Prodi [88];
see also Solimini [152].

Theorem 1.1.13 If some critical value of G has only a finite number of criti-
cal points ui, i “ 1, . . . , k and G2puiq are Fredholm operators, then for any
sufficiently small ε ą 0 there is a C2-functional Gε on H such that

(i) }Gε ´ G}C2pHq ď ε,

(ii) Gε “ G in H zŤk
i“1 Bεpuj q,

(iii) Gε has only nondegenerate critical points in Bεpuj q and their Morse
indices are in rmpuiq,m˚puiqs,

(iv) G satisfies pPSq ùñ Gε satisfies pPSq.

Here

Brpu0q “ �
u P H : }u ´ u0} ď r

(
is the closed ball of radius r centered at u0. We will write Br for Brp0q in the
sequel.

Returning to the setting of a C1-functional on a Banach space E, in many
applications G has the trivial critical point u “ 0 and we are interested in find-
ing others. The notion of a local linking introduced by Li and Liu [70, 83]
is useful for obtaining nontrivial critical points under various assumptions
on the behavior of G at infinity; see also Brezis and Nirenberg [21] and
Li and Willem [72]. Assume that the origin is a critical point of G with
Gp0q “ 0. We say that G has a local linking near the origin if there is a
direct sum decomposition E “ N ‘ M, u “ v ` w with N finite dimensional
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8 Morse theory

such that $&% Gpvq ď 0, v P N, }v} ď r

Gpwq ą 0, w P M, 0 ă }w} ď r

for sufficiently small r ą 0. Liu [82] showed that this yields a nontrivial critical
group at the origin.

Proposition 1.1.14 If G has a local linking near the origin with dim N “ d

and the origin is an isolated critical point, then CdpG, 0q ‰ 0.

The following alternative obtained in Perera [106] gives a nontrivial critical
point with a nontrivial critical group produced by a local linking.

Theorem 1.1.15 If G has a local linking near the origin with dim N “ d,
HdpGb,Gaq “ 0 where ´8 ă a ă 0 ă b ď `8 are regular values, and G

has only a finite number of critical points in Gb
a and satisfies pCqc for all

c P ra, bs X R, then G has a critical point u ‰ 0 with either

a ă Gpuq ă 0, Cd´1pG,uq ‰ 0

or

0 ă Gpuq ă b, Cd`1pG,uq ‰ 0.

When G is bounded from below, taking a ă inf GpEq and b “ `8 gives
the following three critical points theorem; see also Krasnosel’skii [62], Chang
[28], Liu and Li [83], and Liu [82].

Corollary 1.1.16 If G has a local linking near the origin with dim N “ d ě 2,
is bounded from below, has only a finite number of critical points, and satisfies
pCq, then G has a global minimizer u0 ‰ 0 with

Gpu0q ă 0, CqpG,u0q “ δq0 G

and a critical point u ‰ 0, u0 with either

Gpuq ă 0, Cd´1pG,uq ‰ 0

or

Gpuq ą 0, Cd`1pG,uq ‰ 0.

Proposition 1.1.14, Theorem 1.1.15, and Corollary 1.1.16 will be proved
under a generalized notion of local linking in Section 1.9; see also Perera
[107].
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1.3 Deformation lemmas 9

1.2 Compactness conditions

It is usually necessary to have some “compactness” when seeking critical points
of a functional. The following condition was originally introduced by Palais
and Smale [101].

Definition 1.2.1 G satisfies the Palais–Smale compactness condition at the
level c, or pPSqc for short, if every sequence puj q Ă E such that

Gpuj q Ñ c, G1puj q Ñ 0,

called a pPSqc sequence, has a convergent subsequence; G satisfies pPSq if it
satisfies pPSqc for every c P R, or equivalently, if every sequence such that

pGpuj qq is bounded, G1puj q Ñ 0,

called a pPSq sequence, has a convergent subsequence.

The following weaker version was introduced by Cerami [25].

Definition 1.2.2 G satisfies the Cerami condition at the level c, or pCqc for
short, if every sequence such that

Gpuj q Ñ c,
`
1 ` }uj }˘G1puj q Ñ 0,

called a pCqc sequence, has a convergent subsequence; G satisfies pCq if it
satisfies pCqc for every c, or equivalently, if every sequence such that

pGpuj qq is bounded,
`
1 ` }uj }˘G1puj q Ñ 0,

called a pCq sequence, has a convergent subsequence.

This condition is weaker since a pCqc (resp. pCq) sequence is clearly a pPSqc

(resp. pPSq) sequence also. Note that the limit of a pPSqc (resp. pPSq) sequence
is in Kc (resp. K) since G is C1. Since any sequence in Kc is a pCqc sequence,
it follows that Kc is compact when pCqc holds.

1.3 Deformation lemmas

Deformation lemmas allow us to lower sublevel sets of a functional, away from
its critical set, and are an essential tool for locating critical points. The main
ingredient in their proofs is usually a suitable negative pseudo-gradient flow, a
notion due to Palais [103].
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10 Morse theory

Definition 1.3.1 A pseudo-gradient vector field for G on pE is a locally
Lipschitz continuous mapping V : pE Ñ E satisfying

}V puq} ď ››G1puq›› , 2
`
G1puq, V puq˘ ě ››G1puq››2 @u P pE. (1.1)

Lemma 1.3.2 There is a pseudo-gradient vector field V for G on pE. When G

is even, V may be chosen to be odd.

Proof For each u P pE, there is a wpuq P E satisfying

}wpuq} ă ››G1puq›› , 2
`
G1puq, wpuq˘ ą `››G1puq››˘2

by the definition of the norm in E1. Since G1 is continuous, then

}wpuq} ď ››G1pvq›› , 2
`
G1pvq, wpuq˘ ě `››G1pvq››˘2 @v P Nu (1.2)

for some open neighborhood Nu Ă pE of u.
Since pE is a metric space and hence paracompact, the open covering

�
Nu

(
uP pE

has a locally finite refinement, i.e. an open covering
�
Nλ

(
λP	

of pE such that

(i) each Nλ Ă Nuλ
for some uλ P pE,

(ii) each u P pE has a neighborhood Uu that intersects Nλ only for λ in some
finite subset 	u of 	

(see, e.g., Kelley [61]). Let
�
ϕλ

(
λP	

be a Lipschitz continuous partition of unity
subordinate to

�
Nλ

(
λP	

, i.e.

(i) ϕλ P Lip
` pE, r0, 1s˘ vanishes outside Nλ,

(ii) for each u P pE, ÿ
λP	

ϕλpuq “ 1, (1.3)

where the sum is actually over a subset of 	u,

for example,

ϕλpuq “ distpu, pEzNλqÿ
λP	

distpu, pEzNλq .

Now

V puq “
ÿ
λP	

ϕλpuq wpuλq

is Lipschitz in each Uu and satisfies (1.1) by (1.2) and (1.3).
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